Located 60km south of Marrakech is the Berber village of Imlil, nestled deep in the High Atlas Mountains. Above the village on a rocky outcrop sits the award-winning and highly-acclaimed hotel, Kasbah du Toubkal. With no road access, the Kasbah is reached by a 15-minute uphill walk or mule ride from the village reception in Imlil. At 1800m above sea level, the Kasbah offers exceptional mountain views in a spectacular location. As it is staffed entirely by local villagers, guests have the opportunity to enjoy true Berber hospitality, a characteristic they are well known for.

Accommodation & Facilities

Several terraces and salons from where to enjoy the views, have lunch or relax...
free Wi-Fi available

14 double or twin bedrooms, all fully en-suite
Spacious dining room serving traditional Berber cuisine

Hammam

Conference room with overhead projection and full sound system

Kasbah du Toubkal is open all year round and benefits in the cold winter months from roaring fires and underfloor heating in both public areas and some of the bedrooms.
LOCATION & TREKKING

The area around the Kasbah offers many trekking opportunities ranging from easy walks to local waterfalls and villages, to more active treks including the ascent of Jbel Toubkal, the highest mountain in North Africa, which stands at 4167m. Our qualified Berber guides are available to take clients on any level of trek.

For a 2-location stay in the High Atlas, Kasbah clients can take a 6-hour supported trek to the Azzaden Trekking Lodge, which is a smaller version of the Kasbah with 4 en-suite bedrooms. This allows clients to reach a more remote area of the mountains and enjoy a rural location in a valley that has hardly been touched by tourism.

Kasbah du Toubkal supports the local community and all clients’ invoices have 5% added which is donated to the local village association. We are very active in encouraging recycling by making sure that local refuse is collected and disposed of correctly. In addition, to reduce plastic waste, we use our own spring water which is checked on a regular basis by the health authorities.
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